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AIDA-2020 (WP 14.3)
AGH UST – the design of the new readout board
IFJ PAN system
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The system
is based on FPGA
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Local storage (common DAQ)

ASIC output: a structure of 16 words (channels)
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Protype board with FPGA (XILINX )

Prototype board: containing FPGA - Artix-7 XC7A200T (XILINX)
and 8 GTP serial-type links allowing for data transfer with the speed up to 6.6 Gb/sec
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Work on the system is planned in several stages:
 Programming the first part of the FPGA using Xilinx software Vivado to obtain test data with known values
received from the counters. They should be processed according to the algorithm provided by the group
from AGH UST – (adding the marker to the data package, coding 8B / 10B, serialization) and should be brought
to an external pin board.
 Programming the second part of the FPGA in a way which will allow us to receive the data from this external
pin board, decoding and sending them to an external computer memory to compare with the data obtained in the first step
 The connection attempt: using the GTP link with the AGH UST electronic board which will send data from
the 16-channel 10-bit ADC system
 Repeat the above points for the new board with FPGA using a higher speed serial link type GTX or GTH.
For our FPGA the speed of the serial link limits the maximum sampling frequency of the ADC system to 30 MHz,
while the maximum sampling rate is scheduled for 45 MHz.
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AIDA: Position monitoring system - LumiCal detector
Within the AIDA project the following tasks have been successfully fulfilled:
 the design of the alignment system
 two prototypes of the system were built and tested in laboratory

FSI :

tunable lasers
working with
the Frequency Scanning
Interferometry system

PSD : semi-transparent sensors
X,Y position sensitive detector

Luminosity measurements L : ILC/CLIC ( L/L ~ 10-2 / 10-3 ) require less than 500 m in X,Y directions,
5
100 m in Z direction and a few microns for internal silicon sensor layers

AIDA:
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The next steps? If we still think about FSI and PSD as the solution
In AIDA-2020 IFJ PAN has a status of associate partner with a limited budget,
and available resources will be spent mostly on the FPGA system
The construction of the realistic, standalone, multiline FSI system is beyond our reach for lack of the
financial and human resources. In practice, only a commercial product, which is now available – the
multi-channel dynamics FSI system manufactured by ETALON AG Germany – is the best solution. The
ETALON solution is a reliable, portable device which will be further developed.

ETALON - the current characteristics:
range 0.2 -20 m, multiple simultaneous 3D
measurements with an uncertainty of 0.5 m/m
Approximate price for 24 measured distances obtained
with the ETALON device is of the order of 200k euros
ETALON was also recommended by the ATLAS group,
as it is based on the FSI development provided
by the University of Oxford, which has extensive experience
and achievements in the FSI topic.
They have built a very complicated FSI system for the ATLAS
semiconductor tracker (but if it is still in use?).
For the ILC (limited space around the detectors) there may be a
problem with the location of retro-reflectors and connecting with them
through optical fibers.
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PSD - can be used for relative position measurements of LumiCal
Problem: laser
beams require
special (vacuum?)
tubes. Probably this would
not be accepted
by the machine people

For such measurements
we need good
reference points,
such as:
 QD0 magnet
 Beam Position Monitors

and maybe in AIDA-2020 the calorimeter would help to monitor the displacements of the
internal sensors layers. This would require using the new PSD: something like ALMY sensors.
An example of the old version of the ALMY (MPI)
sensor. Possible X,Y measurements with
64 pads in each direction (2 x 2 cm)
To build a realistic prototype we need a complete readout and DAQ system,
besides the new semi-transparent X,Y sensors.
The ALMY sensors are now practically not achievable
(we had the „old” style, a few sensors from MPI) and they need to be
produced (maybe by some Spanish company?)
In addition, a special system allowing for measuring some
rotation (angles), if z - position measurements are necessary
(something similar to the CMS solution).
The main problem: money, manpower, limited time to build the prototype
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Laboratory measurements of the MPI - ALMY sensors
Single sensor measurements: sensor on the movable table.
Changes in the sensor’s positions using a micrometer screw.
50 m, X coordinates

Sensors are sensitive
to changes in the position
1 mm, X,Y coordinates

and its values are correctly

5 mm, X coordinates

calculated using output signals
from the sensors.
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Lab. Measurements
Out of 8 received sensors only 4 provide reasonable signals

An example
of the configuration
with 4 sensors
used in the test
measurements

Two other sensors did not work (probably their local boards are damaged) and they
were used as filters for a laser beam in the study of the light transmission.
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Light transmission study - multi sensors configuration
Eight sensors with a fixed position on the optical table were illuminated by a laser beam (670 m).
The sensors’ configuration was as follows: 1-2-3-4-7-5-8-6, where sensor 7 and 8 worked only as filters.

pos (standard
deviation)

sensors
 The results indicate that the system of 8 sensors can still be used for position measurements
 The accuracy of the position measurements is getting worse for the next set of sensors

A similar trend is observed in a signal-to-noise ratio
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The study of the noise fluctuation
The several-hour measurements

Y coordinates

X coordinates

0,004

0,002

0

-0,002

-0,004
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Fluctuations are at the level of 2 -3 m.
Not perfect conditions for measurements: additional unwanted light, not good temperature stabilization.
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Radiation detectors based on 4H semi-insulating silicon carbide
High purity semi-insulating 4H SiC crystals have big potential applications in high resolution radiation detectors.
Thanks to the wide energy band gap, they can work at room and higher temperatures and are radiation hardness.

This subject was discussed by Szymon at FCAL HWG (see Szymon’s presentation at HWG meeting)
He is very enthusiastic about further work on the topic, if FCAL is interested in this subject.
It would be nice to get the answers for some questions, such as:
- do we see motivation in the framework of FCAL to work on such sensors as possible candidates
to be used in our calorimeters?
- if anybody from FCAL is also interested in working together on this subject?
- is there a non-zero chance to find a possible support for this subject?

Known applications for such crystals:
- utraviolet photodiodes,
- HV diodes for power electronics,
- neutron counters (in reactors):
photodiodes covered with boron glass
In the future: detectors for ILC/CLIC ?

4H SiC, high-purity semi-insulating crystal ~ 1927 $
A bit lower price for 10 pieces. It is the offer of the CREE (USA) company
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The study of the relationship HV – noise using the test beam data
see Beata
talk at this meeting

An example of the noise distribution for plate no. 4 – the preliminary results (”master and slave ”channels)
HV (V)

Channels

and further development of the analysis (plate no. 0)

Assuming 30 as a contractual
value for the noise to
distinguish
good (below) and bad (above)
recording channels,
the number of bad channels,
for the selected HV values
is close to 10%

A full understanding of the behaviour of the noise probably needs further investigation
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Other ongoing activities connected with FCAL: Monte Carlo studies

Simulation, tools and physics analysis


Development of the clustering algorithm for particles tagged in the LumiCal detector:
to improve the reconstruction of their energies and angles. Possible output may
contain a multi jets’ structure. More details (Bodgan)



Further development of the analysis investigating the possibility of measuring
the photon structure function for the energy range expected at the ILC/CLIC:
(see for example recent Beata’s talk at the CLICdp meeting)



More studies on two-gamma physics

In addition, some work will be done on the comparison of the simulation results
performed on the basis of ilcsoft (BeamCal, LumiCal) with Mokka or DD4HEP
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PYTHIA, ILC (500 GeV) – photon structure function studies
An example: calculation of x variable, X = Q2 / (Q2 + W2), (generation level) when
the effective mass W of the produced hadrons is calculated in different angular regions
For LHCAL assumed angular range was: (2,7) degs. (”old” ) or (3.3,6.2) (Kiev group results)
A small difference was observed

The possibility of detecting hadrons at small polar angles (forward detector like LHCAL)
can improve the accuracy of the measurement of physical quantities
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Summary

 Work on the hardware and software area is progressing at IFJ PAN
 Of special importance is the work related to AIDA-2020 (WP14.3 where
Marek is the coordinator). Currently, limited budget as well as manpower
cause big difficulties in the continuation of some of the topics. The examples
include: semi-transparent ALMY sensors and 4H Si-C sensors
 Further activities in the above mentioned topics will probably require
considerable investment and broader cooperation within the framework of FCAL.
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